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RESERVING FOCUS
• Significant degree of uncertainty and complexity associated with Insurance and Health Liability
estimates due to the complex and randomness of the claims process – incidence, reporting,
settlement.
• Reserving practice is not just the selection of method, but also the management of data, the
application of judgement and peer review.
• Many reserving techniques available. Important to consider the type, level and reliability of data
available, the features of the portfolio and how best to identify and model the loss drivers.

• It is not enough for Boards to be presented with the actuarial “best estimate” view of reserves. To
make informed decisions, actuaries and Boards need to understand the assumptions and methods
relied upon and the sensitivity of – and potential volatility in – the reserves.

PROCESS INDUSTRIALISATION
Three themes are influencing the way we need to work
1) The world is becoming more complex, and more complex in modelling requirements.

2) Deadlines for sharing information around a business and for reporting information to
external stakeholders are shortening.
3) Technology and processing power available to improve the way we work and our expertise
needs to keep up with this. Tech to augment what we do.

SESSION OBJECTIVES
This session will:
• Highlight some of the reserving methods used in the market beyond
the basic Chain Ladder and Bornhuetter-Fergusson
• Demonstrate a Framework for Automation and validation
• Diagnostics – how do you know when machine gets in wrong

• Show you a case study of method performance and measurement
over a 20 year history of a bodily injury liability reserving class.

ASTIN 2016 SURVEY METHODS USED
Range of methods available, but few methods used.
Graphs shows global responses, table shows South
Africa specific:

ASTIN 2016 SURVEY RESOURCES USED
If so many methods available, why such a constrained response?
•

Resource constraints, lack of appropriate software or systems which requires lots of resources on data prep.

•

Tools used not conductive to Automation. Almost 40% of companies perform reserving modelling
exclusively in Excel. Specialist tools focused only on Actuarial Technical method, not process and validation.

•

SA 35% on data prop and 28% on reporting – only about 1/3rd of time spend on Analysis and Modelling

TYPICAL PROCESS
Data manipulation, fixing formulas, updating links….
Time critical
process
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…no time to
meaningfully
consider the
appropriateness of
methods or
assumptions, or to
conduct sensitivity
testing, or extend
use of other
methods.

TYPICAL ANALYSIS APPROACH

FRAMEWORK FOR AUTOMATION
1.

Think Rules based, not link ratio based.

2.

Automate the data manipulation, segmentation and adjustment process

3.

Use a platform that can allow for Script or Code based selections

4.

Allow for wide number of methods

5.

Segment highly volatile claim types and model stochastically, e.g. special
treatment of large claims.

6.

Know limitations of methods, and set ‘selection rules’ to accommodate them

7.

Once rules are set let the process run ‘hands free’

8.

Diagnostics and Visual tools, A vs E, Back-Testing, Residuals, Graphs

9.

Apply actuarial judgement, smoothing and prior selection refinement.

INDUSTRIALISATION CODIFY MECHANICS
Technical Process Industrialisation
Model design and parameterisation

Time critical process - environment fit for purpose
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Repeatable processes are defined in a coded environment.
Securing data flow from process to process as well as securing calculation engines.
An “actuary-in-a-box” approach to parameterisation of reserving data.
Gives a first cut that can then be improved upon by experts
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RESERVING TECHNIQUES
Chain Ladder and Bornhuetter-Ferguson (BF) clearly favoured across the globe, with Average cost per
claim methods.
Focus on Triangle-based techniques, range of methods very useful to understand underlying trends

• Projected Payments per Claim Incurred (PPCI) – paid in each development period as a % of
ultimate claims reported – Ultimate numbers reported and paid per development period
• Projected Payments per Claim Finalised (PPCF) – projects average cost of claims finalised in each
development period – Finalised numbers projected per development period AND paid amounts per
development period
• Projected Case Estimates (PCE) – Project movements in case estimates, and payments as % of such
case estimates per development period.
• Benktander – Iterative BF method, where posterior from previous analysis used as prior.
• Munich Chain Ladder – regression on paid to incurred relativities
• Other methods such as Stochastic Case Estimation (SCE) or Frequency / Severity good to consider
as can supplement with other variables other than delays in settlement.

TECHNIQUE LIMITATIONS
Method

Limitation

Chain Ladder Paid

Assume stability in historic settlement rates and amounts. As its proportional to
development to date can be very volatile for immature years.

Bornhuetter-Ferguson

Prior assumption may not be appropriate, but full weight given to future
development. BT method would increase credibility on experience over time.

Chain Ladder Incurred

Follows trends in data without identifying the cause and can lead to erratic results
unless those trends are stable. Assume case estimates either reliable or stable in
approach.

PPCI

Can be particularly unreliable in the tail when there are only a few claims open. A
PCE more appropriate in the tail. Basic model not allow for case estimation.

PPCF

Number of claims finalised can be unstable, and sensitive to movements in number
of open claims

PCE

Not really suitable for recent cohorts of long tailed liabilities, better used in the tail.

Munich CL

Regression on paid to incurred ratios so will always project between 2 methods.
Management may feel ‘exposed’ to allow large savings relative to case estimates.

RESERVING METHOD RESULTS COMPARISON
Case study: Bodily Injury Portfolio of risks. Applied 6 methods to compare.

• 20 year claims history of a stable portfolio
• Reasonable consistent development process
• Following shows statistical projected ultimate for each accident year, at different points
in time as the cohort matures.
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ULTIMATE LOSS DEVELOPMENT PER METHOD
Choice of GO-TO
method might be the
most reliable, but
change in relationship
with other methods
may tell you something
important.
Paid / MCL seems to be
more credible in early
periods, PCE or incurred
better in later periods.

Case estimate based methods better in later periods

Incurred Ultimate projection has consistently been
lower than other methods in early development.
What does this mean for 2016 selection?
Once assessed your algorithm need to codify it, to
make selections based on ratio / relativity of
method results.

RULES BASED RESERVING SELECTION RULES

Initial selections can
over time be automated
as well. Opens up for
AI.

NOW PRESS PLAY

DIAGNOSTICS REVIEW OF RESULTS
Actual vs Expected and Back Testing:
• Dashboard of A vs E by method
gives insight into over / under
projections
• Based on previous selected pattern
– assess how previous assumptions
perform against experience.
• Based on newly selected pattern –
back-test new assumptions as
driver of change in ultimate claims
projection.
• Case Position lower than expected
relating to number of finalisations
greater than expected

DIAGNOSTICS A vs. E Time Periods Considered

DIAGNOSTICS RESIDUAL GRAPHS
Use projection residuals
similar to GLM models
• Have a set of diagnostics
and residual plots.
• Residuals of chose
method but also of
supporting methods.
Use stochastic ranges to
determine if movement
from all methods are within
reasonable variance, e.g.
within 75th or single
Standard Deviation.

POTENTIAL TO IMPROVE
Should make use of Automation, Process industrialisation and
Visual diagnostics to significantly improve actuarial practices and
the value of actuaries in business decision making.
Let software do the heavy lifting so we can run the process faster,
perform more methodologies, generate better metrics…
Automated reserving processes and automated parameter
selection, including identification of model failure or adjustments
to be made…
and consequently help businesses better understand their reserves
and the movements in their reserves.
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